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Minutes of the 16th User Committee Meeting 02/03/2020

Chairman: Olivier De Bruyn (KBC)
Members: Dominique Dalle (BDA), Nicolas Peckel (Euroclear Bank), Laurent
Chaussard (BNP Paribas SS), Ilyas Alikoglu (BNY Mellon), Franki Thierens
(BNP Paribas Fortis), Paulo Teixeira (Belfius, replacing Karel Andries), Elly
Van As (CITI), Pieter Samyn (ING Belgium)
Absence: Jean-Paul Rousseau (Febelfin)

   NBB-SSS: Marc Lejoly, Jimmy Steenhout, Renan van der Wolf
Secretary:Koen Geenen (NBB-SSS)

Date:   Monday 2 March 2020 from 10:00 – 12:45 CET
Venue:  Room 8, 5th floor, de Berlaimontlaan 14, Brussels

Introduction

- Open action points from UC meeting 2/9/2019:
o Lifetime password RAMSES max 30 days and ESCB policy (strong, minimum

15 digits): Ongoing with NBB IT: testing (detection expiration, pop-up not
strong password, etc.).

o Request from UC to change meeting dates: UC mandate must be adapted
towards first Monday June and December to align better with T2S releases:
agreed by NBB-SSS Management Committee on 19/2/2020, implemented
immediately, update mandate to NBB Board on 7/7/2020 for information
only.

1. Composition of NBB-SSS User Committee

The UC mandate imposes a (re)new composition UC every two years and (re)new
Chairman every four years. Both were renewed at UC meeting 8/3/2018, hence the UC
shall be renewed at UC meeting 2/3/2020.

In line with the mandate these institutions are appointed as UC member, in alphabetical
order:

· 4 largest Paying Agents:
  BELFIUS, BNP Paribas Fortis, BNP Paribas Securities Services Paris, KBC

· 4 largest Participants in volume of instructions:
Citibank Europe, Clearstream Banking Frankfurt *NEW*, Euroclear Bank,
LCH.Clearnet *NEW*,

· By nature:
Belgian Debt Agency and Febelfin

The User Committee can approve additional requests for User Committee membership
based on the qualitative appreciation of the applicant’s profile when that profile is
insufficiently represented in the User Committee.
Both leaving UC members Bank of New York Mellon and ING Belgium request to remain
member. The UC approves these requests based on the added value that these two
institutions bring to the UC, i.e. membership of BNYM in several international fora and
volume of ING as PA (place 5 and three times larger than PA place 6) and its presence
as major bank in the Belgian landscape.
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2. NBB-SSS Facts and figures

- Issuance activity
- Settlement volumes
- Settlement efficiency: Market Settlement Efficiency Indicator (MSEI) replaces the

former Settlement Efficiency (SE).
o T2S does not provide MSEI for Bonds only but the T2S CSG Workshop on

Settlement Efficiency may have some data on the difference between MSEI
for bonds and MSEI for shares. The NBB-SSS members of the Workshop will
collect data and debrief in the next UC meeting.

o Market Settlement Efficiency Indicator (MSEI) per SAC: the graph will be
added in the Daily Performance Dashboard later, postponed until after
installation of the penalty regime.

3. Service review

- Availability and incidents
o Request from UC meeting 2/9/2019: bring the RAMSES SLA KPI for

Availability from 99,00% in line with T2S at 99,70%.
Outcome meeting with NBB IT: RAMSES is Highly critical for NBB as “gold
standard” (highest level) which is 99,00% in NBB policy. Raising to 99,70%
would only gain 20 minutes per month but costs for supporting architecture
and staff resources would be significant.
Conclusion: Availability KPI is kept at 99,00% but incidents leading to
availability below 99,70% will be debriefed as thoroughly as breaching
99,00%.

o RAMSES Monthly availability September 2019 of only 98,85%.
§ First RAMSES breach of KPI since start RAMSES 02/2015
§ Detailed information: see meeting document
§ Bug fix for root cause implemented to prevent reoccurrence.

o T2S Incidents > 30 minutes:
§ 25/11/2019: delay 39 minutes RTS from 05:00 to 05:39: not critical.

On Monday 25/11/2019, the reopening of the RTS window was
blocked due to the event WACT (Weekly housekeeping activities) not
closing in due time. A dedicated technical support was on site, as a
precautionary measure after the T2S site recovery test performed on
the previous weekend, so that remediation measures could start
immediately, allowing the RTS phase to be resumed at 05:39.  The
root cause: the fall back operations on Sunday took longer than
scheduled, not leaving sufficient time to run all the standard technical
activities executed during the maintenance window.

§ 30/8/2019 (not discussed anymore at UC meeting 2/9/2019):
interruption 83 minutes from 07:39 to 09:02.
At 07:39 the Technical Monitoring reported that the SWIFT Certificate
Revocation List (CRL), used by T2S to check the correct signature of
the incoming traffic, had expired. The incoming traffic via SWIFT was
consequently affected, with incoming messages progressively parked
in an internal back-out queue, to safeguard them from being rejected
due to the failure in signature validation. The A2A channel was closed
to avoid overflowing the back-out queue. A manual reload of the CRL
was successfully executed at 09:02, allowing the T2S Operator to re-
inject the backed-out messages and re-open the SWIFT channels. The
backlog was completely processed at 09:47.
The fix for this issue was deployed on 7/9/2019 via a Minor Change.
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4. Status T2S and RAMSES releases

- T2S Release
o Release 4.0 (Preprod 3/4/2020, Prod 13/6/2020): Current approved scope:

6 Change Requests and 31 Problem tickets.
§ Detailed assessment of CR-722 (Upgrade of non-repudiation for U2A

– usage of T2S GUI – bilateral with DCP) concluded that Release 4.0
is not feasible. Moved to a later Release.

o No Release 4.1.
o Release 4.2 (Preprod 25/9/2020, Prod 21/11/2020): Current approved

scope: 8 CRs.
§ Including CR-654 T2S penalty regime

o Release 5.0 (June 2021): Current approved scope: 9 CRs.
§ Mainly Cash Forecast and preparing T2-T2S Consolidation project

o Overview CRs:
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/paym/target/t2s/governance/html/changerequ
ests.en.html

o Overview Releases:
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/paym/target/t2s/governance/html/pmg.en.html

- RAMSES Releases
o 11/2019 Successful with lessons learned, e.g. test external operator access

over release weekend.
o Content 13/06/2020: aligning with T2S Release 4.0 and DVP/CA in foreign

currency features.
- Other CR:

o New Maintenance Window (changed timing and optional) from T2S Rel. 5.2
(November 2021) for T2/T2S Consolidation.

5. Status DVP Foreign

The NBB-SSS Chief Risk Officer (installed in 2019 for CSD-R compliance) assessed that
only the scenario with zero NBB financial risk can be developed. Hence, the Transfer
account shall be solely in ownership of the Paying Agent, not of NBB-SSS. Subsequently,
this change was added in the T&C, the Service contract (Annex 19.2), the Manual for
DVP in foreign currency (Annex 27a) and in the template for Power of Attorney (Annex
18.7).

The NBB-SSS will fully deploy the new functionality in the RAMSES Release 13/6/2020.
The supporting documents will be published on www.nbbsss.be three months prior to
deployment and communicated to the NBB-SSS Community.

A tour de table shows that most Participants and Paying Agents have low demand and
low priority for processing DVP foreign currency transactions in the NBB-SSS at this
stage. Nevertheless, the NBB-SSS is ready which is mandatory for all CSDs by CMH
Harmonization standard 14 by November 2022.

Regarding CA in foreign currency, the Belgian Debt Agency will apply immediately for
all ISINs in foreign currencies. The UC welcomes this decision and acknowledges that
all investor Participants shall open Foreign Cash Accounts (FCA) per applicable currency
through the static data form annex 27b.

The NBB-SSS will survey its Paying Agents to understand if they will use the new feature.
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6. Migration ISO20022

Currently, only DCPs use ISO20022 but all Participants shall migrate. The migration
target date was set by NBB-SSS at T2/T2S consolidation 11/2021 considering the
TARGET2 big bang migration (no MT anymore afterwards) and the overlap between the
TARGET2-BE and NBB-SSS communities. The NBB-SSS User Committee supported this
target date and agreed with a grace period agreed until 11/2023 (i.e. the next ISO20022
version update in T2S) and the translation MT/MX cost of 5 ct per instruction from
11/2020 and 10 ct from 11/2021.

However, Participants are now challenging the grace period of two years in light of many
other projects and given that NBB-SSS is moving faster than other Mis and other parties
in the full chain. In addition, the Corporate Action harmonization project has a deadline
in November 2025. Finally, the Eurosystem's Advisory Group on Market Infrastructures
for Securities and Collateral (AMI-SeCo) recommends to SWIFT to end the
maintenance/equivalency period for ISO15022 and ISO20022 standards only by
11/2025 and their co-existence at the latest by 11/2028.

In this new context the UC agrees to i) keep the target date of 11/2021, ii) extend the
grace period from 11/2023 towards 11/2025, iii) maintain the translation costs as set
in the NBB-SSS T&C, and iv) acknowledge that the costs for maintaining MT messaging
in parallel with MX messaging for a longer period of time may impact the charges for
translation.

7. NBB-SSS administrative fines – CSD-R T2S penalty mechanism

The NBB-SSS will install the penalty regime in RAMSES together with T2S CR654 Penalty
regime in T2S Release 4.2 on 21/11/2020. The activation date at T2S level will probably
be 1/2/2021 (to be confirmed by ESMA). The NBB-SSS will organize a dry-run between
installation and activation and invite Participants by written consultation to participate
in this test on a voluntary basis.

The NBB-SSS proposes to abolish the administrative fines (T&C Art. 8.2.1 and Art.
8.2.2.1.) at the same time of activation of the CSD-R penalties. The development costs
and running costs for the penalty regime will be covered by three new fees: “reporting
to participant fee”, “debiting the netted failing party fee” and “cost penalty fee” (a fixed
yearly fee per participant depending on the number of instructions). At this stage, both
costs and fees remain to be determined.

In view of the impact of losing the revenues from the administrative fines, the full
NBB-SSS P&L and fees have been under review. The NBB-SSS Management Committee
has reached these conclusions:

· The NBB-SSS policy of cost recovery remains with a focus on a positive gross
contribution to cover the NBB-SSS direct costs within the NBB setting.

· The NBB-SSS is making important savings, mainly by not replacing all retirees,
by reaching the end of the 5 years amortization period of RAMSES development
costs, by discontinuing the on-site support by the provider by 1/1/2021 and
relying fully on remote access support, and by implementing “CR-613 Bundling
outbound messages in files” (lower SWIFT costs) since T2S Rel.3.2 at
16/11/2019.

· Some fees will be updated: leveling the recycling fee with instruction fee as T2S
does (in NBB-SSS from 15 ct to 95 ct), increasing the fee for
creation/reimbursement ISIN to better reflect the real cost (from 10 EUR to 100
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EUR), and increasing the monthly fixed participation fee which was never indexed
(from 300 EUR to 550 EUR).

The NBB-SSS aims at publishing the updated T&C v. 1/11/2020 by 01/08/2020 (3
months rule).

8. Compliance exercise 2019

Due to time restrictions, the topic was not discussed during the meeting. The meeting
document holds the conclusions.

9. Miscellaneous

· The UC agrees to discontinue the “Notice to the Participants” on bondfactor.
Participants shall rely on MT564/seev.031 instead.
The NBB-SSS has decided after the meeting to include this change in the RAMSES
Release of 13/6/2020.

· Next meeting is in principle the first Monday of June 2020. Because of public
holiday Whit Monday 1/6/2020 and AMI-SeCo meeting on Monday 8/6/2020, the
UC meeting is rescheduled to Tuesday 2/6/2020.


